
Google has made a major change to search and it does not bode well. Results are now based on your

current location. So what’s new?  Google has always looked at your location, even down to city/town

level, and changed the results accordingly. That is ne if you are travelling and and want to nd the

nearest Thai restaurant via your mobile, for example. Presenting a list of eateries in my home town of

Reading is no good to me if I’m away in Manchester and getting very hungry!

The problems start if you are researching a person, company or industry based in a country other

than your own  – let’s use Norway as an example – or just want the latest news from that country. 

The trick used to be to go to the relevant country version of Google, in this case www.google.no, run

your search and Google would give preference to Norwegian content. It is a great way to get

alternative viewpoints on a topic and more relevant “local” information on a subject. Now, regardless

of which version of Google you go to, you will see  the same results tailored for your home location.

In a blog posting Making search results more local and relevant Google says:

Today, we’ve updated the way we label country services on the mobile web, the Google app for
iOS, and desktop Search and Maps. Now the choice of country service will no longer be
indicated by domain. Instead, by default, you’ll be served the country service that corresponds
to your location. So if you live in Australia, you’ll automatically receive the country service for
Australia, but when you travel to New Zealand, your results will switch automatically to the
country service for New Zealand. Upon return to Australia, you will seamlessly revert back to
the Australian country service.

This con rms that mobile search is what Google is concentrating on. After all it is, one assumes,

where Google makes most of its money but it does not help professional researchers.

There is a way around it but it is rather long-winded. You need to go to Settings – use either the  link

in the bottom right hand corner of your Google home page or the one near the top of a search results

page – and click on Advanced Search .
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On the Advanced Search screen scroll down to “Then narrow your results by…” and use the pull

down menu in the region box to select the country.

I ran a search on Brexit in google.co.uk, google.no and a few other country versions of Google. All

gave me essentially the same results.
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Using the region lter and selecting Norway as the country I am given the following by Google:

http://www.rba.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Google_UK_Brexit.gif
http://www.rba.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Google_No_Norway_English.gif


Notice, though, that Google is giving me English articles or English versions of them. Google has

decided that I would prefer English articles and I have to scroll down to number 10 and beyond to see

pages in Norwegian. To  get a  broader view of what is being said in Norway about Brexit I have to go

back into settings,  click on Languages and choose Norwegian/Norsk.

Oh – and you get slight different results if you go through a VPN and set Norway as the country.

What worries me even more is that Google could do away with the advanced search screen and the

region lter with it.

Google says:

We’re con dent this change will improve your Search experience, automatically providing you
with the most useful information based on your search query and other context, including
location.

No, Google. You have just made things more dif cult for those of us who conduct serious, in-depth

research. The way I feel about this change at the moment is that if you were a person I would take a

baseball bat to your head!
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UPDATE: In response to David Pearson’s comment and reminder below. 

Including a site command e.g. site:no in the search works relatively well for this particular example

(Norway) and gives good but slightly different results. It will, of course, miss Norwegian sites that are

registered as .com or other international domains. The amount of overlap (or lack of it) will vary

depending on the country. It’s another one to add to the list of strategies, which I am sure will

become longer,  for dealing with this problem.

5 THOUGHTS ON “GOOGLE MAKES IT HARDER TO CHANGE LOCATION FOR COUNTRY

SPECIFIC RESEARCH”

OCTOBER 29, 2017 AT 11:01 AM

How does this compare to using the “site:No” syntax to force Google to only return result from

.No domains.

https://www.google.co.uk/search?

num=100&ei=oLL1WeX8NYPtaKS9k4AP&btnG=Search&q=site%3Ano+brexit

OCTOBER 29, 2017 AT 11:38 AM

Yes, David, I really should have included that in the possible strategies. Thanks for reminding

me. It works well for this particular example (Norway) and gives good but slightly different

results and will, of course, miss Norwegian sites that are registered as .com or other

international domains. The amount of overlap (or lack of it) will vary depending on the country.

OCTOBER 29, 2017 AT 11:50 AM

Would adding the parameter &gl=no to the result URL, still do the job?

OCTOBER 29, 2017 AT 12:00 PM

Doesn’t work here, Eric 
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